Year 2 Autumn Term Homework
Choose one box each week to complete so that you can hand in 6 pieces of homework by the end of the first half term.

Maths

Reading

P.E.

Draw and use arrays to solve these problems.
4x5
20÷2
3x10
25÷5
9x2
We cannot solve this problem 13÷2.
Can you show me why?

Go to the library with your grown up. Find a Dr Seuss book and
read this together. Use expression and talk about what you have read.

The Cat in the Hat balances lots of things he finds in the house in
his hands.
How many things can you balance at once? Are certain parts of
your body easier to balance on?

Extension- Write a book review to go into our book area? Make it
clear, bright and informative.

Take a photo or draw a picture of this.

DT

English

History

Have you ever eaten green eggs and ham?

Write a rhyming verse about something that happens at home. This
needs to be at least 4 lines long.

Sally and her brother were very bored before The Cat in the Hat
arrived.
Find out what games your grandparents/grown up used to play when
they were little. Compare how these are different or the same as the
games you enjoy playing.

PSHE

Art

Science

The Cat in the Hat was not meant to come and play. Think of the
arguments for and against telling mother about what happened that
day

Design a new hat for The Cat in the Hat to wear. Make it bright and
silly.

The fish in our book is very unhappy about The Cat in the Hat coming
to play. Write some steps for the Cat to follow about how to look
after a fish properly.

Experiment with a grown up, what fun food can you make that SamI-Am might want to try?

Why have you chosen this design?

